We describe an efficient and scalable parallel I/O strategy for writing out gigabytes of data generated hourly in the ocean model simulations on massively parallel distributed-memory architectures. Working with Modular Ocean Model, using netCDF file system, and implemented on Cray T3E, the strategy speeds up I/O by a factor of 50 in the sequential case. In parallel case, on 32 processors up to 512 processors, our implementation writes out most model dynamic fields of 969 MB to a single netCDF file in 65 seconds, independent of the number of processors. The remap-and-write parallel strategy resolves the memory limitation problem and requires minimal collective I/O capability of the file system. Several critical optimizations on memory management and file access are carried out, ensuring scalability and speeding up numerical simulation due to the improved memory organizations.
Introduction
Modeling ocean circulation and its influence on the global climate is a grand challenge in computational science. The ocean flow dynamics and physical processes involve a broad range of spatial and temporal scales, requiring decade-long integrations at fine resolutions. Recent advances in numerical ocean modeling [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8] has greatly increased our understanding of these processes. State-of-art massively parallel supercomputers provide gigabytes of memory and teraflop computations necessary to run these simulations.
There are a number of critical issues regarding ocean model simulations on distributed-memory parallel computers, such as efficiency in the usage of cache-based processors, load balance due to irregular land contours and bottom topography, scalability of the basic numerical algorithms.
In this paper, we focus on another critical issue, the data I/O in the ocean modeling. During the simulations, gigabytes of data are generated hourly, including snapshots of the 2D and 3D velocity fields and tracers. Effective and efficient I/O strategy and implementations to handle this large amount of I/O in MPP environment therefore become critical for the production simulations.
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Model Description
The ocean model solves the primitive equations governing large scale ocean circulation with Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations [1, 2, 3] . It uses finite difference scheme on the discreted domains. The dynamics split into a barotropic mode, involving depth-averaged column velocities (2D variables), and a baroclinic mode, including deviations from barotropic mode and other 3D tracers. It uses a free surface formulation with an explicit finite difference method.
The codes are written in Fortran, with about 80,000 lines in 350 subroutines. There are a large number of physical parameterization options. Currently it uses a 1-dimensional (latitude dimension, see Figure 1 ) decomposition for both vectorization on vector architecture and parallelism on MPP with message passing.
Memory Organization and Data I/O
A number of codes features make the data I/O in the ocean model complex. The codes use a memory window scheme to slice through the complete data set stored in disk files. This out-of-core computing mode saves memory and allows codes running in memory-limited platforms, such as Cray T90 and workstations. On traditional Cray vector supercomputers, the files are stored on solid state disk which is fast, the out-of-core mode works well. On distributed-memory computers where residence memory is plenty and can hold the entire data set, the memory window scheme is still kept and data are copied back and forth between the small memory window and the disk file which now sits in memory (called ramdisk for this reason). This extensive memory copying poses a problem for writing 3D fields out efficiently and slows down the computation significantly. Figure 1 shows the data layout for the ocean model. For computational efficiency (vectorization) reasons, data fields stored in computer memory are indexed as U(ix,iz,iy), where ix,iy,iz refer to longitude, latitude, and depth, respectively. The latitude dimension is in outer loop for the convenience of vectorization and parallelization. On the other hand, the 3D fields output files require the arrays to be indexed as U(ix,iy,iz), because most data analysis tools deal with this index order. Furthermore, the out-of-core ramdisk file for implementing memory window has another indexing scheme convenient for slicing through data, but differs from the above two indexing orders. These three different storage orders cause some complexity in data output and also slow down the data transfer rates very significantly.
A further complication is that MOM3 uses netCDF file system [9] for its data I/O. NetCDF is self-describing, portable, and flexible file system. It can read or write a local block from/to the file in a single call even though the data are not contiguous in file space. Its main problem is efficiency, and there is also lack of some important functionality in parallel environment. MOM3 uses a netCDF wrapper which is designed for single processor access.
Sequential I/O with netCDF
We start with a critical examination of the snapshot routine which writes out main 3D fields such as flow velocities, tracers, and 2D fields such as surface momentum and temperatures. In the existing codes, for each of the 3D field, the data is written out one latitude slice at a time, as for iy=1, Ny write entire 2D slice U(ix,iz,iy) with fixed latitude iy end do
The necessary index change to conform to the U(ix,iy,iz) index order is done inside the netCDF file system. Because each latitude slice is not contiguous in file space (see shaded area in Figure 1 The new I/O scheme proceeds as the following: (1) reshuffles the data in computer memory to the correct indexing order; (2) writes all latitudes in one shot. This new scheme eliminates the large overhead associated with repeated disk access and reduces the I/O time dramatically. For the resolution case, the writing time is reduced from 54 seconds to 1.1 seconds, a factor of 50 speedup! This new sequential I/O scheme indicates the overwhelming advantage to re-order the data outside the I/O system calls. Its implication for the parallel I/O is that we should reshuffle the data in memory, using communication network which has communication bandwidth typically 10 times faster than I/O bandwidth. To do this, the entire data fields must reside in memory. That is, an in-core computing mode is necessary.
In-Core Computing mode
The purpose of adding an "in-core" mode is two-folds: (a) to achieve a single uniform memory image so that I/O can proceed much more efficiently as discussed before; (b) to increase the computational speed by eliminating redundant data copying between memory window and ramdisk (the out-of-core mode). Use of ramdisk simplifies the inter-processor communication on which the initial GFDL implementation is based upon.
We develop an option in MOM3 to let entire data sets "in-core", i.e., essentially eliminates memory window entirely (in practical implementation, this is accomplished by opening the memory window to the maximum required and eliminating the ramdisk file). Now communication of halo latitude slices is done directly between appropriate dynamic variable arrays on neighboring processors, instead of between ramdisk arrays. This in-core computing mode speeds up the baroclinic computation by about 40%, due to the elimination of redundant data copies. The communication time is also reduced as a result of improved memory access (the size of communicated data remain unchanged). It also makes other I/O simpler and faster because now one has the entire data array conveniently available as they are updated, instead of storing in the ramdisk in a storage format dictated by the data slicing considerations. 
Optimizations

! Scaling Analysis
Here we use a realistic model problem covers , using free surface formulation with an explicit solver. Timing for one simulated day (dtts = dtuv = 1800 sec, dtsf = 25 sec) is shown in Figure 2 . The in-core version of MOM3 runs about 20% faster than the out-of-core version (initial GFDL implementation). It also scales better (see Figure 3) , because of the elimination of memory window and related data transfers. Here we see some speedup points above the ideal curve; this is due to the assumption of the in-core version with 16 processors has a perfect speedup of 16 (the problem size does not fit in less processors). test case, the free surface equation solver time step size is 72 times smaller than the dynamics in baroclinic part, i.e., free surface explicit solver is iterated 72 times per dynamic time step. In a larger scale, fine resolution simulations, this timestep size ratio could increase to more than 100, the barotropic part will dominate the CPU time. The less-than-good scaling of barotropic part will potentially cause severe scaling problem in larger scale simulations.
The times spent on communicating data among processors are shown in Figure 5 . Communication times saturate as number of processors increase, as expected for a 1D domain decomposition. The in-core version spends less time in communication because it avoids some of the memory copying. , with in-core and out-of-core modes.
Parallel I/O
Our strategy for parallel I/O on MPPs focuses on efficiency and portability, at the expense of extra software structures. This strategy uses a few designated I/O processors. These designated processors reserve buffer area, gather data from other computing processors, reorganize them if necessary, and then write them out as contiguous blocks in parallel. With this approach, data files are written as if they are processed in sequential environment, irrespect of how many processors will access them. This stand-alone file approach has several major benefits:
A It allows the output data files to be directly analyzed and visualized in any other workstation environments, without extra file conversions.
A
It makes restart design simple, since the file configuration is independent of the number of processors.
This in turn makes it adaptable to a changing environment. For example, a model simulation may proceed for some time on 256 processors. Then, after a checkpoint, it can restart on 128 processors.
It is portable to any other platform, since this approach uses only standard file interface, with the only requirement that multiple processors can write contiguous blocks into the same file in parallel. In this approach, we first carry out a global remapping of the 3D distributed array on the ¦ computing processors in the latitudinal slab decomposition (see Figure 1) to the horizontal-slab distribution on the ¥ designated I/O processors (these I/O processors are part of the total ¦ computing processors in the present implementation; they could also be extra dedicated processors for I/O purpose alone, to overlap disk I/O with computation when extremely excessive I/O are required). Once a 3D field is remapped to the designated I/O processors, they can be written out as contiguous blocks in a 1D array, which could be done very efficiently in most file systems on most architectures.
The disadvantages of this approach are:
A Data configuration must fit to the residence memories on these ¥ designated I/O processors. However, this limitation is unlikely to apply to the ocean modeling used in decadal and centurylong simulations. In actual implementations, we only need allocate the memory buffer for a single 3D array (which is about 5% of the total required memory), and do I/O for one 3D array at a time, reuse the buffer for all 3D prognostic arrays. Furthermore, we can increase Using the in-core computing mode, the data reside in the memory in the latitudinal-slab decomposition (see Figure 1) , are most conveniently available for remapping onto designated I/O processors. The I/O module then repeats the following for each prognostic variables, one at a time: (a) remapping the 3D array to the I/O processors, and (b) writing them out from I/O processors using netCDF file system. We discuss these two steps in some detail next and give I/O performance results.
3D Array Remapping
A stand-alone module for remapping multi-dimensional array on distributed-memory computer is developed [10] for use in the I/O part. It remaps any 3D array in the latitudinal-slab decomposition to the horizontal slab distribution on the ¥ designated I/O processors, to prepare for writing to disk file. The module uses a novel vacancy tracking approach to do in-place local data reshuffle to the correct indexing order, therefore eliminating the need for auxiliary array which must have the same size of the original data set. It combines this with a global block exchange algorithm, leading to an in-place global 3D array remapping module. This generic array remapping software can also be used in other grids-based climate models for polar filtering, spectral transforms, and I/O subsystems.
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Parallel netCDF
When a 3D array is in the horizontal-slab distribution, we write it out to disk file using netCDF file system in parallel, i.e., all the ¥ designated I/O processors write the distributed 3D array to a single file as a 1D distributed array with contiguous blocks, each block on each processor.
A number of important issues of netCDF in parallel T3E environment, including unlimited dimension, use of $NETCDF FFIOSPEC for I/O control, and opening a global file by subset of processors were resolved by NERSC staff [11] . The parallel netCDF uses the Cray FFIO system "global" layer, a simple collective I/O mode.
When properly setup, all major functionalities of netCDF in sequential environment also work in parallel environment. Different processors can write to different parts in the same file simultaneously, even with data block on different processors where each block goes to discontiguous locations in file space, such as the latitudinal slice shown in Figure 1 . The data transfer rate in this case is very low, about 50-100 times slower than the case where data blocks are contiguous in file space, similar to that in the sequential environment we discussed earlier. This is one of the main reasons we decide to remapp the 3D array before writing them out to disk.
Currently, MOM3 uses a netCDF wrapper that interfaces between netCDF and application codes. The wrapper provides many useful functions, but does not allow multiple processors to output file. This forces data on multiple processors to be gathered onto a single processor and writing out from there. This approach has memory limitations and low I/O efficiency. After many experiments with the wrapper, we decide to bypass it in this study. 
